Crumpled

Cassie Ryder is middle-aged - married and slowly losing her marbles as she
struggles to cope with the chaos around
her. Two elderly, confused parents several insane neighbours and a demanding
job, eventually drive her over the edge and
into therapy sessions at the local Mental
Health Unit - or Crumple Clinic as she
calls it. Cassie refuses prescribed
medication and tries alternative therapies Leg Stretches With The Living Dead in the
village hall to name just one. And all the
while fighting the preconception that
anyone with a mental health problem
dribbles a lot and howls at the moon!

crumple (third-person singular simple present crumples, present participle crumpling, simple past and past participle
crumpled). (transitive) To rumple to pressDefine crumple. crumple synonyms, crumple pronunciation, crumple
translation, English dictionary definition of crumple. v. crumpled , crumpling , crumples v. trcrumple meaning,
definition, what is crumple: to crush something so that it becomes sm: Learn more.In geometry and topology, crumpling
is the process whereby a sheet of paper or other two-dimensional manifold undergoes disordered deformation to yield
a[kruhm-puh l] See more synonyms on verb (used with object), crum. to press or crush into irregular folds or into a
compact mass bend out of shape rumple wrinkle. to cause to collapse or give way suddenly: That right hook to the
midsection crumpled him.crumple definition: 1. to become, or cause something to become, full of folds that are not
equal in size: 2. If someones face crumples, it becomes full of linesIn this usage, a noun or pronoun can be used between
crumple and up. My first draft of the poem was so bad that I just crumpled it up and threw it in the trashCrumple
definition: If you crumple something such as paper or cloth , or if it crumples , it is squashed and Meaning,
pronunciation, translations and examples.Define crumple (verb) and get synonyms. What is crumple (verb)? crumple
(verb) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.[kruhm-puh l] to press or crush into irregular folds or
into a compact mass bend out of shape rumple wrinkle. to cause to collapse or give way suddenly: That right hook to the
midsection crumpled him.Crumple definition is - to press, bend, or crush out of shape : rumple. How to use crumple in a
sentence.Definition of crumple - crush (something, typically paper or cloth) so that it becomes creased and
wrinkled.crumpled pronunciation. How to say crumpled. Listen to the audio pronunciation in English. Learn
more.Crumpled. This is a game that you can play on your own or with a friend (on the same computer). Guide the
stickman and the blob through the crumpled world collecting all the stars as you go. Crumpled, a free online Adventure
game brought to you by Armor Games. This platform game has a little bit of everything: parkour, cooperative
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